High antitumor activity of Sortase A-generated anti-CD20 antibody fragment drug conjugates.
Antibody fragments, as the products of engineered antibodies, exhibit great potential for cancer therapy and imaging. Antibody fragment drug conjugates (AFDCs), which conjugate the highly specific, low-immunity and small-sized antibody fragments with cytotoxic payloads, can overcome the limitations of traditional IgG format drugs in cancer therapy. In this study, a commercialized anti-CD20 monoclonal antibody, ofatumumab (OFA), was applied to generate two site-specific monomethyl auristain E (MMAE)-conjugated AFDCs (Fab-vcMMAE, Fab-CH3mut-vcMMAE) by Sortase A mediated transpeptidation. Compared with OFA-vcMMAE, the two AFDCs maintained most of the binding affinity and the ability of internalization. In vitro studies revealed that Fab-vcMMAE and OFA-vcMMAE had almost identical IC50 values against CD20-positive cell lines, while Fab-CH3-vcMMAE had a lower anti-tumor activity. In vivo studies showed that Fab-vcMMAE had a significantly higher maximum tolerated dose (MTDs), a 30-fold shorter half-life, and slightly lower antitumor activity within the MTDs than OFA-vcMMAE. The distribution study showed that both of the Fab and Fab-CH3mut had higher penetration rates into the tumors than OFA in a xenograft model. Additionally, no obvious difference in tumor drug accumulation was found between the Fab and OFA groups after the penetration process, but the Fab-CH3mut group exhibited less tumor drug accumulation, possibly contributing to the inferior anti-tumor activity of Fab-CH3mut-vcMMAE in vivo. Overall, we preliminarily demonstrated the characteristics of AFDCs by studying OFA-based AFDCs. Our results revealed that Fab is a promising carrier of MMAE to enhance the anti-tumor activity and increase the safety profile compared with OFA.